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Planar microfluidic drop splitting and merging

Sean Collignon, James Friend and Leslie Yeo*

Open droplet microfluidic platforms offer attractive alternatives to closed microchannel devices, including

lower fabrication cost and complexity, significantly smaller sample and reagent volumes, reduced surface

contact and adsorption, as well as drop scalability, reconfigurability, and individual addressability. For these

platforms to be effective, however, they require efficient schemes for planar drop transport and

manipulation. While there are many methods that have been reported for drop transport, it is far more

difficult to carry out other drop operations such as dispensing, merging and splitting. In this work, we

introduce a novel alternative to merge and, more crucially, split drops using laterally-offset modulated sur-

face acoustic waves (SAWs). The energy delivery into the drop is divided into two components: a small

modulation amplitude excitation to initiate weak rotational flow within the drop followed by a short burst

in energy to induce it to stretch. Upon removal of the SAW energy, capillary forces at the center of the

elongated drop cause the liquid in this capillary bridge region to drain towards both ends of the drop,

resulting in its collapse and therefore the splitting of the drop. This however occurs only below a critical

Ohnesorge number, which is a balance between the viscous forces that retard the drainage and the suffi-

ciently large capillary forces that cause the liquid bridge to pinch. We show the possibility of reliably split-

ting drops into two equal sized droplets with an average deviation in their volumes of only around 4%

and no greater than 10%, which is comparable to the 7% and below splitting deviation obtained with

electrowetting drop splitting techniques. In addition, we also show that it is possible to split the drop asym-

metrically to controllably and reliably produce droplets of different volumes. Such potential as well as the

flexibility in tuning the device to operate on drops of different sizes without requiring electrode recon-

figuration, i.e., the use of different devices, as is required in electrowetting—therefore makes the present

method an attractive alternative to electrowetting schemes.
1. Introduction

Open platforms in which discrete sessile drops are trans-
ported and manipulated on a two-dimensional planar sub-
strate offer an attractive alternative to their conventional
continuous flow one-dimensional closed microchannel coun-
terpart. Not only are individual drops useful as compartmen-
talized carriers or reactors isolated from the surrounding
matrix, these open drop microfluidic platforms also offer scal-
ability, reconfigurability, and individual addressability of unit
operations on a chip-scale device in a manner similar to tradi-
tional benchtop chemical or biochemical processes.1–3 In
addition to the requirement of substantially lower nanoliter
to picoliter volumes—an important consideration when costly
samples and reagents are employed, open drop platforms also
reduce interfacial contact with surfaces, thus minimizing
undesirable surface adsorption, which is a typical problem
arising from electrostatic interactions in systems involving
biomolecules,4 and surface contamination of samples. Besides
enabling a wide range of platforms for point-of-care medical
diagnostics,5,6 the ability to transport and manipulate drops
on such platforms also finds useful applications in display
technology and optics, among others.7,8

Central to these open microfluidic platforms is the ability
to rapidly and precisely transport and manipulate individual
sessile drops on a substrate, although at the expense of over-
coming the resistive forces associated with viscosity, contact
line pinning and surface energy.9 Among these fundamental
manipulations on planar substrates are drop dispensing (or
creation), transport (or actuation), merging (or coalescence),
and splitting (or cutting),10 although drop dispensing and
splitting appear to be the most complicated given the energy
cost, i.e., the surface free energy, associated with the disrup-
tion of intermolecular bonds and the subsequent creation of
surface area during these operations.

One way to carry out such drop surgical operations is to
alter its surface free energy by manipulating its wettability.
This can be done, for example, by chemically or physically
modifying the substrate with patterns of opposing hydrophilic
(expansion) and hydrophobic (contraction) regions adjacent to
each other or by translating a drop into hydrophobic obstacles
oyal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 1 Leakage of the SAW energy from the substrate into the liquid
drop at the Rayleigh angle θR drives acoustic streaming within the
drop, imparting a horizontal body force component that causes it to
translate in the direction of the SAW propagation. Here the original
sessile drop outline is represented by the dotted line.
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to subsequently break them apart.11 The necessity for such
patterning however, limits the mobility of the post-split drop-
lets. A more versatile and commonly used method is to
employ electric fields to alter the wettability of a drop on a
hydrophobic substrate.12,13 In static electrowetting (in con-
trast to spontaneous electrowetting in which an electric field
in the vicinity of the contact line generates a macroscopic
Maxwell pressure gradient to drive bulk flow in the form of
an advancing film front),14 the near-singular electric field
that arises upon application of a voltage across the drop pro-
duces a point Maxwell force that balances the surface forces
at the contact line, giving rise to a change in the drop's con-
tact angle dictated by the Lippmann condition.15,16 As the
drop merely relaxes under the applied Maxwell stress to its
new equilibrium contact angle condition (i.e., no bulk flow
into the contact line region arises), which, by judicious
design, causes it to overlap an adjacent electrode, it is then
necessary to employ, and sequentially activate and deactivate,
a series of individually controlled adjacent electrodes to
cause the drop to march discretely along the electrode array
sequence.17 A sequential control logic scheme for the elec-
trode activation/deactivation can then be programmed to
carry out more sophisticated tasks such as drop dispensing,
splitting and recombination.10 For example, drop splitting
can be achieved by activating the two electrodes that flank
the electrode on which the drop rests in order to stretch it
across the three electrodes, followed by deactivation of the
center electrode to induce necking and subsequent pinching
of the parent drop into two equal daughter droplets. Given
such digitated motion, these electrowetting schemes have
therefore been commonly referred to as digital microfluidics.3

While an extremely powerful and versatile tool for precise
two-dimensional drop transport and manipulation on planar
chip devices, electrowetting has a number of drawbacks.
Most notably, the drop dimension and hence its volume is
constrained by the size of the electrodes, given the necessity
for the drop to span two adjacent electrodes at any one time
in order to facilitate its relaxation to the adjacent electrode.17

Therefore, variation in drop volumes post-fabrication of the
device become problematic due to set electrode configura-
tions, requiring new electrode designs and hence additional
arrays or new devices. Other limiting factors for drop split-
ting include contact angle saturation, the height between the
base and top electrodes in sandwich configurations, the time
sequence for voltage activation, and the interfacial tension.18

In the present work, we propose an alternative method for
planar drop splitting and recombination based on surface
acoustic waves (SAWs),19,20 which are nanometer amplitude
Rayleigh-type electromechanical waves that are generated and
that propagate on piezoelectric substrates. The ability
of the SAW to transport sessile drops has been well
documented,21–28 enabled by the diffraction of sound waves
into the drop at an angle known as the Rayleigh angle θR ≈
sin−1 c1/cSAW as a result of the mismatch of sound velocities
within the substrate and drop, cSAW and cl, respectively.
Attenuation of SAW energy at the Rayleigh angle gives rise to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
acoustic streaming in the drop contributing to a horizontal
body force component that causes the drop to move in the
direction of the SAW propagation if the force sufficiently
overcomes the contact line pinning force (Fig. 1). Beyond
these simple drop manipulations, in addition to mixing29–31

and drop merging,32,33 the ability to perform more complex
drop operations such as splitting using SAWs in a precise,
controllable and reproducible manner have yet to be
reported. The splitting achieved in previous attempts by iner-
tially jetting and hence ejecting part of a sessile parent drop
to form a displaced daughter droplet, both using SAWs34 and
Lamb waves on superstrates,35 for example, is difficult to
control and is far from precise and reproducible. Where
SAWs were combined with electrowetting for drop manipula-
tion,36 the acoustic field was primarily employed to merely
translate the sessile drop to electrodes patterned on the chip
where the electric field is able to modify the contact angle
and hence split the drop.

2. Methodology

To split a drop, a pair of opposing body forces are required
to elongate it to the point beyond which it cannot be restored
by capillary pressure, such that the drop necks and pinches
into two daughter droplets. However, it is not possible to
achieve this simply using a pair of equally opposing SAWs as
their overlap results in a standing wave, which results in a
portion of the drop being trapped. As such, we employ a pair
of SAWs laterally offset with respect to the position of the
parent drop so that both exist flush against the other by
using the electrode configuration shown in Fig. 2; similar
offset IDTs have been used previously to drive azimuthal
recirculation and hence microcentrifugation within the
drop.29,37 The drop is therefore subject to irradiation from
both sides; the electrodes—1 μm thick aluminium interdigital
Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1942–1951 | 1943



Fig. 2 Schematic illustration showing the laterally-offset inter-
connected IDT design for drop splitting using a pair of opposing SAWs,
as indicated by the arrows. The device dimension is 17 mm × 24 mm
and its thickness is 0.5 mm.

Fig. 3 Typical SAW energy input scheme for optimal drop splitting in
which a 20 MHz SAW sinusoidal wave is amplitude modulated by a
two-part step-up carrier wave (figure not to scale). The first phase
comprises a rotational component which has a low carrier wave ampli-
tude over a period t1, which provides the initial energy as a precursor
for stretching the drop whilst suppressing any propensity for it to jet.
The second, splitting component consists of a sharp ramp up voltage
in the carrier wave amplitude over a much shorter duration t2 compa-
rable to the inertial time scale to rapidly elongate the drop. Thus, the
energies of these two components are labelled as the rotational
energy ER and the splitting energy ES, respectively.
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transducer (IDT) structures with aperture widths of 3 mm were
patterned using standard photolithography and wet etch tech-
niques onto 0.5 mm thick 128° Y–X single crystal lithium nio-
bate substrate (Roditi Ltd., London, UK). The gap and width
of the IDTs are specified by the SAW frequency, which, post-
fabrication, was identified by measuring the reflection parame-
ter S11 using a vector network analyzer (VNA; ZNB4, Rohde &
Schwarz, Munich, Germany). To center the drop between the
opposing IDT structures without requiring substrate pattern-
ing or surface preparation, we mounted a liquid dispenser
(PV820, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, USA) to dis-
pense a drop of adjustable volume (maximum error of ±3%)
at a position fixed between the IDTs. Between each experi-
mental run, however, we clean the substrate surface by flush-
ing with acetone, isopropyl alcohol and DI water, followed by
drying using a nitrogen gun.

Initial results show that while it is possible to generate
drop translation in opposite directions by driving these later-
ally segregated SAWs continually from both ends, this design
alone was however insufficient to cause the drop to split.
This is because the continuous application of SAW energy
beyond the critical power required to sufficiently elongate
and hence split the parent drop also causes undesirable par-
tial jetting of the drop.38 Additionally, symmetry breaking of
the SAW irradiation into the drop as a consequence of the
laterally-offset IDTs drives an internal rotational flow within
the drop, as demonstrated previously.29,37 While this internal
rotational flow actually helps suppress the jetting to some
extent, it also concurrently suppresses the elongation of both
ends of the drop necessary for splitting. As such, it is neces-
sary to confine the acoustic energy giving rise to both the jet-
ting and rotation. Fortunately, the hydrodynamic time scales
associated with both phenomena are sufficiently distinct
such that we are able to split the energy input into the
drop in the form of a sinusoidal SAW whose amplitude is
modulated by a carrier waveform with two arbitrary-time-
period components, as shown in Fig. 3. The first component,
1944 | Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1942–1951
hereafter referred to as the rotational component, comprises
a small amplitude excitation V1 that while inadequate to pro-
duce jetting in the drop or to initiate translation by overcom-
ing the contact line pinning, however allows the generation
of a weak internal rotation over a period t1—typically tens of
milliseconds. This is followed by the second component,
hereafter known as the splitting component—a sharp step
increase in the excitation amplitude of the carrier signal V2
over a period t2. This splitting component provides the addi-
tional energy to overcome the rotational inertia to initiate
translation in the horizontal direction and hence elongate
the drop in opposite directions. If the elongation is sufficient
at the point when the SAW irradiation is relaxed, capillary
stresses cause the center of the elongated drop to neck such
that the drop assumes a skewed dumbbell-like shape. Further
drainage of the liquid from the neck under these forces then
causes it to pinch into split droplets, which occurs over the
Rayleigh time length scale.

We employ a 20 MHz amplitude modulated SAW corre-
sponding to a wavelength, λsaw, of approximately 200 μm
(that this is smaller than the substrate thickness implies that
bulk waves through the thickness of the substrate are weak
compared to the SAW, and, moreover, the choice of 128° Y–X
lithium niobate cut suppresses spurious bulk waves, includ-
ing Lamb waves and plate modes; the attenuation length of
the SAW on the substrate along the direction of its propaga-
tion is approximately 2 mm (ref. 39)) for the demonstration
using a pair of coupled signal generators (SML01, Rohde &
Schwarz, Munich, Germany; 33503A, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA,
USA) together with an amplifier (ZHL-1-2W, Mini-Circuits,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Brooklyn, NY, USA); the SAW substrate vibration displace-
ment u was determined using a Laser Doppler Vibrometer
(LDV; MSA400, Polytec GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany) from
which the power input into the drop can be derived:40

P c d u x 
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2 SAW d (1)

where ρ is the density of the drop with diameter d, and ω is
the SAW frequency. As such, the relative energy inputs for the
two components in the power delivery scheme can be deter-
mined by multiplying P by t1 or t2, respectively. Further, we
confirm, through the use of the LDV, the absence of standing
SAWs, which could form due to wave reflection at the edges of
the device—these were eliminated in favour of two opposing
travelling waves by placing absorbent material (α-gel, Taica
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) along the device's edges.

Top view drop splitting dynamics were imaged using a
high speed video camera (Phantom Miro eX2, Vision
Research, Wayne, NJ, USA) at 1000 frames s−1 mounted with
a long-distance telescopic lens (K2-SC, Infinity, Boulder, CO,
USA). The fluid velocity U was derived by the kymograph add-
on within ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health,
Behthesda, MD, USA), which monitors motion across multi-
ple frames. Working fluids comprised deionized (DI) water,
ethanol (Ethyl Alcohol 100%, Chem-Supply, Port Adelaide,
SA, Australia) and glycerol solutions (99%, G5516, Sigma-
Aldrich, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia); in some cases, surfactant
(Tween-20; P2287, Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia)
was added to alter the surface tension to study its effects.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Splitting mechanism

Fig. 4 shows a typical image sequence showing the splitting
of a parent sessile drop of DI water into two daughter drop-
lets upon SAW excitation with the modulated energy input
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

Fig. 4 Splitting of a 3 mL DI water drop using the modulated energy inpu
rotational component to initiate internal rotational flow within the drop (V
burst (V2 = 1 V, t2 = 13 ms) that causes the drop to elongate to form a nec
time scale R ~ ĲρR0

3/γ)1/2 ~ 1 ms to form two daughter droplets of equ
necking process when the SAW input is first relaxed, and R0 and R1 are its p
of the SAWs from the opposing IDTs, while the scale bar denotes a length
droplets are identical to that of the initial parent drop, which was found to b
discussed above and shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed from
the similar drop shape between the first two frames, corre-
sponding to the beginning and endpoint of the rotational
phase, that the input SAW energy ER is only adequate to drive
internal rotational flow within the drop and is not sufficient
to overcome its surface free energy. Nevertheless, this initial
flow aids in suppressing the undesirable effect of jetting that
would arise when a sessile drop is directly commenced with
sharp excitation of energy, similar to that of ES (i.e., if t1 = 0).

We note that for a given initial parent drop size—charac-
terized here by its radius RM, the energy associated with the
splitting component ES appears to be independent of its rota-
tional counterpart ER beyond a critical time period tc, com-
mensurate with the hydrodynamic time scale associated with
the jetting process. In other words, there needs to be suffi-
cient time for the application of low amplitude rotational
energy to suppress the drop jetting via compression (i.e., t1 > tc).
As long as this holds, the requisite energy input ES for drop
splitting is relatively independent of ER; as such, ES was
observed to be independent of the initial energy state of the
drop, but dependent on its initial dimension. This is conceiv-
able for ideal drop splitting because ES does not play a direct
role in the actual splitting event; instead it only acts to
stretch the drop beyond a critical elongation magnitude at
which the capillary forces are unable to restore the drop to
its original state when the SAW input energy is removed. This
leads the capillary bridge spanning the two elongated ends of
the drop to thin and eventually to pinch, as illustrated by the
fourth frame in Fig. 4.

Given that ER merely supplies the energy to drive internal
circulation within the drop and does not play a direct role in
its elongation or splitting, the difference in surface energies
between the parent drop and the daughter droplets is then
ES, i.e.,

γAM + ES = 2γAD, (2)
Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1942–1951 | 1945

t described by Fig. 3, which comprises a longer low carrier amplitude

1 = 0.1 mV, t1 = 50 ms) followed by a shorter but more intense energy
k that eventually pinches off over a period associated with the Rayleigh
al volume. L0 is the longitudinal stretch of the drop during the initial
rincipal radii of curvature, respectively. The arrows depict the direction
of approximately 1 mm. The equilibrium contact angle of the post-split
e approximately 60°.
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where γ is the surface tension, and, AM = 2πRM
2 and AD =

2πRD
2 are the surface areas of the parent drop and a daughter

droplet, respectively, assuming the drop and droplets to be
hemispherical. In the above, we have also assumed that the
splitting leads to two daughter droplets of equal size—not
unreasonable as will be observed below—and that external
heating and viscous dissipation effects are negligible given
the large Laplace number Re2/We ~ ρR0γ/μ

2 ~ 105, which is a
measure of the relative contributions between capillary and
viscous heating effects. Re  ρULR0/μ and We  ρUL

2R0/γ are
the Reynolds and Weber numbers, respectively, which will be
discussed in more detail below; here, μ is the viscosity of the
liquid, R0 and L0 the neck radius of curvature and the longi-
tudinal stretch of the capillary bridge, respectively, at the
instant when the SAW excitation is relaxed (as depicted by
the fourth frame in Fig. 4), and UL is the characteristic veloc-
ity scale associated with the SAW-induced inertial streaming
flow that acts to elongate the drop towards the formation of
the capillary bridge, obtained by measuring L0 over the
period of t2 using the kymograph. Conserving the mass
between the parent drop and the daughter droplets then
requires RM = 21/3RD, which, in turn, leads to

ES = 2πRM
2γ(22/3 − 1) ∼ RM

2. (3)

This is not just qualitatively consistent with our observa-
tion of the dependence of ES on the parent drop size; the pre-
dicted quadratic scaling can be seen in Fig. 5. To obtain the
data for ES in Fig. 5, the input power to the drop P associated
with just the splitting phase was determined from eqn (1)
using the surface displacement data obtained with the LDV
and multiplied by t2. To verify the values we obtain for ES, we
also subtracted ER from the total energy E supplied to the
1946 | Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1942–1951

Fig. 5 Logarithmic dependence of ES on the radius of the parent DI
water drop RM. ES was measured directly using the LDV (open circles)
as well as by subtracting the rotational energy ER, obtained through
particle image velocimetry measurements, from the total energy E,
measured using the LDV (filled circles). The value of the y-intersect of
the regression line is approximately 0.20 mJ.
drop. The former was obtained by assuming a rigid body for
fluid circulation during the drop rotation phase such that
ER ≈ IΩ2, wherein I is the moment of inertia for a rigid hemi-
sphere and Ω is the angular speed of the fluid in the drop,
measured by tracking 10 μm fluorescent particles seeded in
the flow field. The latter, on the other hand, was calculated
using eqn (1) with the LDV surface displacement data
obtained over the entire duration associated with the rota-
tional and splitting components. The average value of the
y-intercept for the regression lines of 0.20 mJ deviates only
slightly from the theoretical slope 2πγ(22/3 − 1) = 0.27 mJ.
3.2 Splitting regimes

The phase map in Fig. 6A illustrates how the power associ-
ated with the splitting energy component ES = PSt2 leads to
different splitting regimes for parent DI water drop volumes
between 0.5 and 6 μL. As expected, splitting does not occur
until sufficient energy is applied, defined by the boundary
between Regimes I and II. The collapse of the data seen in
Fig. 6B by rescaling the energy with respect to the Weber
number We (which captures the relative contributions
between the inertial stress imposed on the parent drop
through the internal fluid streaming generated within it to
elongate the drop and the capillary stress embodied by the
drop's surface energy which acts to retard the elongation)
and a dimensionless aspect ratio Λ0  L0/R0, then reveals that
drop breakup occurs over a constant critical Weber number
of approximately 0.64. Below this critical value, the inertia
from the SAW induced streaming is inadequate to produce a
sufficient stretch Λ0, and hence a sufficiently large enough
capillary bridge pressure γ(1/R1 − 1/R0) to effectively drive
the drainage of the liquid within the bridge towards both
ends of the elongated drop such that it pinches; R0 and R1

being the principal radii of curvature of the neck at the
instant when the SAW excitation is relaxed. Instead, the
negative capillary bridge pressure characterized by R1 < R0

results in the retraction of the liquid from both longitudinal
ends of the drop back into the capillary bridge, expanding
R0 outward axially until the elongated drop contracts to its
original RM drop footprint—its initial lowest surface energy
state and shape. The constant critical We value also sug-
gests then that it is the energy (i.e., the area under the
curve in Fig. 6A) rather than the power that is the impor-
tant parameter in determining the splitting behavior of the
drop: the same result is expected for higher powers and
shorter times t2, or vice versa, if the energy and the physical
properties of the liquid remain constant, at least for the
conditions we examine.

Above the critical Weber number (regimes II–IV), the suffi-
ciently elongated drop with R1 < R0 results in a positive capil-
lary bridge pressure that dictates drainage of the liquid from
the high pressure capillary bridge into the longitudinal ends
of the drop. As a consequence, R0 decreases as the pressure
within the capillary bridge increases, resulting in the drop
assuming a dumbbell-like shape, until capillary instabilities
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015



Fig. 6 (A) Phase map showing the different drop splitting behaviors observed for DI water droplets across a range of volumes (0.5–6 mL) as a
function of the input power P to the device and the total time over which the SAW energy associated with the splitting component in Fig. 3 is
applied t2. Regime I (black inverted triangles): no splitting (insufficient input power and hence elongation of the parent drop); regime II (white
circles): ideal splitting into two daughter droplets; regime III (green squares): non-ideal splitting in which one or more satellite droplets are pro-
duced in addition to the two daughter droplets; regime IV (yellow diamonds): oversupply of input power, resulting in droplet translation, reflection
and coalescence, possibly followed by a resplitting event. (B) Collapse of the data in Regime II upon rescaling with the Weber number We 
ρUL

2R0/γ and a dimensionless aspect ratio Λ0  L0/R0, depicting that splitting (i.e., the boundary between regimes I and II) occurs at a constant value
of the critical Weber number. Sample size: n = 115. (C) Difference in the volumes of the symmetrical daughter droplets produced during the split-
ting events in regime II for the range of parent drop volumes between 2 and 4.5 μL, characterized as a percentage of the total volume, for the case
in which the splitting is driven with (open squares) and without (filled squares) the amplitude–modulated carrier waveform. Sample size: n = 115.
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ultimately drive its collapse. The point of failure of the capil-
lary bridge determines the final outcome of the splitting pro-
cess and, in particular, is determined by the aspect ratio of
the drop, i.e., Λ0, and consequently ES. At moderate energies
such that the Weber number is just above the critical value
(regime II), a small value of Λ0 ensues such that the relatively
short capillary bridge leads to complete drainage of the liq-
uid to the protrusions at both ends, thus resulting in an ideal
split of the parent drop into two daughter droplets. An
increase in the energy, for example by increasing t2 at con-
stant input SAW power (regime III), however, causes further
elongation of the parent drop, L0, and hence the length of
the capillary bridge to a point at which it becomes susceptible
to instabilities that resemble Rayleigh–Plateau instabilities in
the thinning of axisymmetric liquid bridges.41,42 As a con-
sequence of these instabilities, the liquid bridge pinches at
multiple points associated with the wavelength of the insta-
bility, thus resulting in the formation of satellite droplets in
between the two daughter droplets. Λ0 increases with ES and
hence a greater number of satellite droplets are produced as
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
the energy supplied in the splitting component is increased,
as seen in Fig. 6A. The size of the satellite droplets generated,
on the other hand, depends on the volume of the liquid
bridge, in particular the lateral dimension R0. At yet higher
powers (regime IV), the large energy input causes the split
droplets to translate by Eckart streaming to the opposing IDT
followed by their subsequent reflection, which may lead to
recoalescence and their tendency to resplit.

Whilst this could constitute one way to drive the merging
of droplets, a better and more reproducible method for merg-
ing droplets is to employ focused IDTs at both ends to trans-
late two droplets toward each other such that their collision
with sufficient energy results in their coalescence and hence
merger at the focal point of the SAWs,29 as shown in Fig. 7.
This ability to merge or simply align a drop at the focal point
of the SAW can be quite useful for positioning the initial
parent drop such that it is exactly centered between the two
opposing IDTs, which is necessary for ideal splitting and
which becomes increasingly difficult for parent drops below
0.5 μL.
Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1942–1951 | 1947



Fig. 7 Droplet coalescence using a pair of focused IDTs with a
resonance frequency of 30.3 MHz to drive the translation of the
droplets toward the focal point of the SAWs. Here, a ramp-up in the
input power to 0.1 W is employed. After their coalescence, which
occurs in the 1 ms between the second and third frames, additional
SAW energy is applied to center the drop at the focal point of the IDTs.
The scale bar denotes a length of approximately 1.5 mm.

Table 1 Physical properties of the test liquids used

μ
(N s m−2)

γ
(N m−1)

ρ
(kg m−3)

t2
(ms)

DI water 21 °C 0.0010 0.0728 1000 13.0
40 °C 0.0065 0.0696 992.2 10.0

Ethanol 3.3% 0.0013 0.0562 987.1 10.0
7.2% 0.0016 0.0443 974.1 8.6
11.2% 0.0020 0.0361 959.4 7.8
17.1% 0.0023 0.0308 942.9 7.3
23.6% 0.0024 0.0278 924.3 7.1
31.6% 0.0024 0.0266 903.6 7.0

Glycerol 10% 0.0012 0.0720 1030.0 15.0
20% 0.0016 0.0713 1060.9 25.0
30% 0.0022 0.0706 1090.4 30.0
40% 0.0033 0.07058 1118.4 45.0

20% Glycerol–Tween 20
(0.075%)

0.0058 0.0411 1055.9 20.0
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To ascertain the accuracy, reliability, and reproducibility
of the proposed SAW splitting technique, we compare the vol-
umes of the two daughter droplets that are produced over a
large number of sample runs of n = 115, carefully minimizing
losses due to evaporation although such effects are typically
negligible over the short experiment times, especially for
droplet volumes above 1 μL.43 Fig. 6C shows the possibility of
precise and reproducible splitting with the present
amplitude-modulation scheme: across the range of parent
drop volumes between 2 to 4 μL, we obtain average devia-
tions between the volumes of the split droplets of around
4.3%, with a single deviation not exceeding 10%. This is com-
parable to electrowetting, in which a maximum deviation of
7% was obtained for parent drop volumes between 1.2 and
3.2 μL.44 In the absence of amplitude-modulation of the car-
rier waveform, we however see in Fig. 6C the large discrep-
ancies and variation in the sizes of the daughter droplets
that are produced, therefore underlining the importance
of the role of the carrier signal modulation, particularly in
suppressing jetting effects and hence the consequent loss of
liquid.
3.3 Effect of physical properties

Having explored the splitting dynamics for DI water drops,
we now briefly turn to an investigation of the effect of the liq-
uid's physical properties on the splitting process. To allow for
variations in both viscosity and surface tension, we employed
ethanol and glycerol solutions of varying concentration. In
addition, we also heated the DI water as well as added surfac-
tant to a glycerol solution. The various liquids used and their
physical properties are summarized in Table 1. In particular,
the larger the surface tension, the larger the surface free
energy and hence the restoring capillary stress that is
required to overcome the elongation and hence pinch the
drop. On the other hand, the more viscous the fluid, the
greater the viscous retardation of the fluid which opposes its
flow both during the elongation of the parent drop—thus
opposing the inertial energy provided by ES to attain a
1948 | Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1942–1951
sufficient stretch Λ0—as well as during the drainage of the
capillary bridge into the protrusions at both ends.

Since the Weber number defined above does not account
for viscous effects, the threshold energy above which the
splitting event occurs can no longer be adequately character-
ized by the critical Weber number in Fig. 8A. Instead, the
capillary bridge thinning dynamics must be accounted for by
coupling the Weber number with the Reynolds number,45

which captures the relative contributions between the inertial
and viscous stresses associated with the flow in the capillary
bridge. Concomitantly, in Fig. 8B we have recast our data into
such a parameter—a critical Ohnesorge number Oh  We1/2/
Re  μ/ĲργR0)

1/2, from which we note the onset of splitting
occurs below a critical value of approximately 0.01 across the
liquids tested.

The Ohnesorge number can also be defined as the ratio
between the inertial (Rayleigh) and viscous time scales associ-
ated with the thinning dynamics of the capillary bridge, i.e.,
Oh  v/R, wherein R ~ ĲρR0

3/γ)1/2 ~ 10−3 s and v ~ μR0/γ ~
10−5 s are the Rayleigh and viscous time scales, respectively; we
observe that the former is consistent with the 1 ms order
duration over which the capillary bridge pinches in Fig. 4.
Given that Oh ≪ 1 or v ≪ R, we note that the thinning
of the capillary bridge is essentially inertially-dominated, i.e.,
the liquids behave as inviscid fluids given their low viscosi-
ties, reminiscent of those found in the stretching of liquid
bridges, e.g., using a capillary breakup extensional rheometer
(CABER),41 as well as those using SAW jets.42

The above consistently reinforces our previous assertion
in section 3.1 that ideal drop splitting is dependent only on
the capillary thinning dynamics that is initiated upon the
removal of the input energy to the drop, and independent of
ES and the elongation of the drop, provided that the drop is
sufficiently stretched beyond the point at which it can be
restored to its original shape by capillary forces. This claim is
further supported, in fact, by replacing the characteristic
velocity UL associated with the elongation flow induced by
the energy component ES in the Weber number with the char-
acteristic velocity associated with the necking Un  R0/R
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015



Fig. 8 (A) Critical values of the Weber number We  ρUL
2R0/γ at the onset of splitting for a 3 mL drop as a function of a dimensionless aspect ratio

Λ0  L0/R0 for the liquids tabulated in Table 1 (white circles: DI water at 21 °C; black triangles: DI water at 40 °C; blue inverted triangles: glycerol
solutions of different concentrations; yellow squares: ethanol solutions of different concentrations; white diamonds: glycerol–Tween 20 solution).
Sample size: n = 130. Collapse of this data can be seen in (B) by rescaling with a critical Ohnesorge number Oh  μ/ĲργR0)

1/2 or (C) by rescaling
with a critical necking Weber number Wen  ρUn

2R0/γ, wherein Un  R0/R is the characteristic necking velocity.
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(measured using a kymograph across the contracting capil-
lary bridge). Doing so leads to the collapse in the data in
Fig. 8A to a constant value of the critical necking Weber
number Wen  ρUn

2R0/γ, as seen in Fig. 8C.
4. Asymmetric splitting

Beyond splitting of a parent drop into two symmetric daugh-
ter droplets (Fig. 4 and 6), it is also possible to controllably
split the drop asymmetrically by supplying the IDTs with dif-
ferent input powers. Although the opposing 20 MHz IDT
pairs were ostensibly identical, it was necessary to compen-
sate for the sensitivity of each IDT's impedance to variations
in their finger and gap widths. These were individually mea-
sured by isolating the opposing IDT with the use of α-gel,
which then provided values of the IDT's S11 frequency spec-
tra. Once calibrated, we were able to drive known ratios of
input energy across the device from the two IDTs. Weighting
the input power in favour of one IDT over the other leads to
a longitudinal shift in the location at which the capillary
bridge of the elongated drop forms away from the center,
resulting in a corresponding spatial shift in the location
where the necking occurs. This then results in an asymmetric
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

Fig. 9 Asymmetric splitting of a DI water drop into droplets with (A) 1 :
position of the parent drop prior to splitting. (C) Dependence of the volume
split from VD1 = VM on the difference between the IDT impedances (open c
partitioning of the drainage of the capillary bridge, therefore
producing daughter droplets of different sizes.

Example daughter droplets with 1 : 2 and 1 : 5 volume pro-
portions generated through such an asymmetric splitting
scheme are shown in Fig. 9A and B. Fig. 9C in fact shows a
linear dependence of the ratio of the volumes of the smaller
daughter droplet to that of the parent drop VD1/VM on the
ratio of the IDT impedances Z1/Z2 for a 3 μL DI water drop at
room temperature, confirmed by a similar trend in the ratio
of the SAW powers from each IDT P1/P2 (as measured using
the LDV), shown in the same plot. It can also be seen from
Fig. 9C that the greater the droplet asymmetry, i.e., the fur-
ther the value of VD1/VM from 0.5, the larger the difference in
the input energy to the IDTs that is required, i.e., P1/P2
increasingly deviates from a value of 1 where both the input
energy to the IDTs are identical. Asymmetric splitting with
daughter droplet volume proportions VD1 :VD2 of 1 : 5, 1 : 4, 1 :
3, 1 : 2, 2 : 3, and 4 : 5 (corresponding to VD1/VM values of
0.166, 0.2, 0.25, 0.333, 0.4, and 0.44, respectively) were suc-
cessfully conducted in this manner on a single device, with-
out necessitating different electrode configurations for each
variation in the droplet volume proportions as is required in
electrowetting.
Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1942–1951 | 1949

2 and (B) 1 : 5 volume proportions; dotted circles represent the initial
ratio between the smaller daughter droplet and the parent drop it was

ircles; left axis) and input power (filled circles; right axis).
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5. Conclusions

Here, we have reported a comparable and alternative plat-
form to electrowetting schemes for carrying out drop manip-
ulations such as merging and splitting on a planar micro-
fluidic device using modulated SAWs generated from both
ends of the device using a pair of laterally offset transducers.
In particular, a two-component carrier waveform for the
20 MHz SAW is employed. The initial component consists of
a small modulation amplitude over longer times compared to
the hydrodynamic time scale associated with drop jetting—
typically tens of ms—that initiates rotational streaming
within the parent drop while the subsequent component con-
sists of a sharp burst—typically 10 ms—with a large modula-
tion amplitude such that the inertial stresses arising from
the streaming within the drop causes it to elongate. The final
splitting of the drop however requires the energy associated
with the second component, which scales quadratically with
the dimension of the parent drop, to lie above a threshold
energy level, which can be described by a critical Ohnesorge
number, such that capillary stresses lead to the formation of
a liquid bridge between the two ends of the elongated drop,
which upon relaxation of the SAW excitation, drains and
hence pinches to form a split droplet pair. Above the critical
Ohnesorge number, however, there is insufficient inertial
stress to adequately elongate the drop such that the capillary
pressure of the liquid bridge is insufficient to cause it to
drain, and the drop simply retracts. We show that drops
across a volume range between 0.5 and 6 μL can be symmet-
rically split to reproducibly produce droplets of equal size
with around 4.3% deviation, on average, and not exceeding
10%. This favourably compares with the 7% upper limit in
the splitting efficiency of electrowetting schemes. Unlike
electrowetting, however, the size of the drops are not depen-
dent on the electrode dimension and hence drops of differ-
ent volumes can be manipulated on the same device without
having to resort to the fabrication of separate devices with
different electrode configurations. Further, the splitting can
be tuned by applying different input powers or by varying the
excitation periods for both energy components. Indeed, we
have demonstrated the possibility for asymmetric splitting to
controllably and reproducibly produce droplets with different
sizes simply by applying different energy levels to both IDTs.
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